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Black
SWATCHES

...a small, Black Only collection that bridges our Black & White and TravelKnit Collections. 
These two fabrics creatively mixed together give more options and more wonderful outfit 
possibilities.  Machine wash cool, hang to dry.  In Black only... available for delivery starting 
in February and throughout the year. s,m, l & xl

A.  RIZZO SHIRT
BF-RS.......$50
Slightly shirt tailed, gently 
shaped body with roll up 
sleeves in a tough Rizzo 
(Grease) like style.

B.  T-BIRDS JACKET
BF-TB.......$58
Hip, comfy, zip front jacket with a slim 
line, two pockets and a perfect collar...
looks great with the Gaucho Pant 
in the Black & White Collection.

C.  PINK LADIES TOP
BF-PL.......$59
I love this top worn with 
our TravelKnit Spantaloons 
or with a pair of tights and 
high boots.  Well-placed 
pockets, funky, fun shape...
an overall arty top to wear.

E.  FRENCHY
BF-FR.......$60
A little sexy, very stylish 
top: dolman sleeved, buttons-
up-the-back, has a loose, gentle 
neckline...I love this top!!

D.  THE ZUKO 
BF-TZ.......$50
This simple bateau styled top 
has been upgraded with two 
well placed front pockets that 
add character and pizzazz.

A. B.

C.

E.D.



- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2014 Black & White for spring dress-up 

From the Netherlands...a crisp looking fabric that’s made to wrinkle if you want it to but can
be smoothed out flat with a brush of the hand.  Available in Black and White only....
100% polyester, wash in a cool wash and lay flat or hang to dry.  Deliveries begin in January. 
s,m,l & xl

A. THE PULLMAN JACKET
BW-PJ.......$66
Mandarin collar, one right side 
pocket, an easy a-line shape make 
this a simple but elegant jacket-y top.

B. THE DRESS UP SHIRT
BW-DU.......$66
This boyfriend style shirt 
is shapely, cuffed and has 
a great stand up collar.  It 
looks great with jeans and 
perfect with both pants in 
this collection.

E. BIG EASY
BW-BE.......$72
We’ve done this one before 
and it’s back by popular 
demand.  A little trimmed down 
but still has the same arty look.

D. OFF-SIDES VEST
BW-OV.......$63
Perfect!....it has an 
asymmetrical crossover 
front, longer on the right
side, with a low button
closure, side elastics for
a better fit and two great
pockets.

F.  GAUCHO CROP PANT
BW-GP.......$66
Arty, kind of dressy, shaped 
pants are right up my alley 
and these definitely fall into 
that category....a back waist 
elastic, flat front, fly opening, 
pockets, narrow at the high 
hip and rounded near the 
calf....my kind of pant.

C.  CARGO PANT
BW-CP.......$64
Our cargo pant has a regular 
waistband, fly front, two big 
cargo pockets, a fold up cuff 
and they’re perfect for just 
about everyone. C.

B.

SWATCHES

Black

White
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D.

E.

F.

A.



For years I’ve wanted to design a loose but elegant collection of light weight summer clothing 
using a soft woven Moroccan fabric.  Finally it’s here....100% rayon in desert sands colors that 
make me dream of travelling to far-off mysterious places.  Available for delivery starting in April 
in Cactus Flower (lime), Sandstorm (dusty purple-grey), Black and White.  Hand wash, hang to 
dry or dry clean.   s, m, l, xl

A.  SULTRY SWING TOP
CA-SS.......$56
Strappy, open shouldered, bra-friendly 
swingy top....elegant on it’s own or over 
the Lisbon Lilly Dress.
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B.  LISBON LILLY DRESS
CA-LL.......$66
A lovely, sleeveless, calf length summer 
sundress with a handkerchief hem.  If you 
need sleeves, just match it with the Sultry 
Swing or the ‘Round the World for a 
stunning layered look.

C.  ‘ROUND THE WORLD TOP
CA-RW.......$65
Elegant top with a low hidden front 
closure...wear it over the dress or 
with the Bogie Shell.  This top is 
flattering on just about everyone.

A.

B.

B.

C.

D.

D.  PLAY IT AGAIN SAM (CARDY)
CA-PA.......$66
A loose easy cardy with long pointed 
sides, comfy pockets and a great 
vogue-like style.

SWATCHES

Cactus
Flower

Sand-
storm Black White
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E.  BOGIE SHELL
CA-BS.......$44
A simple, almost tunic like, a-lined 
shell.

F.  SPICE TEE
CA-ST.......$48
Sleeveless isn’t your comfort 
zone? looking for hot weather 
pizzazz? This is the tee shirt 
for you.

G.  OASIS PANT
CA-OP.......$62
36” long, straight leg pant, 
with two outside, arty pockets, 
double stitching down the front 
and a small waist elastic.

H.  BEDOUIN PANT
CA-BD.......$62
Cropped to 34” this loose, layered 
but elegant pant has a front zipper, 
back elastic and a rounded style pant 
leg...my kind of pant....even looks 
great under the dress.

E.

G. H.

F.



17 years ago we fell in love with this 100% flat backed ribbed cotton and the love affair is 
still going strong.  The colors, the way the fabric feels, the way WE feel once we’re inside it... 
all make it our most loved collection.  Each year we keep the “old favorites” and show you 
new colors and pieces to add to your wardrobe. 4 repeat colors: Black, Cream, Cherry, 
Delphinium. 8 new colors: Bali Blue, Cobalt, Key Lime, Merlot, Purple Frost, Sea Foam, 
Squash and Sunset. Machine wash separately, cool & gentle.  Lay flat to dry.  s,m,l,xl

A.  JEAN JACKET
CD14-JJ.......$67
Perfect for early spring or fall, this Jean 
Jacket is flattering, hip and “everyday 
wearable”.  Try it...you’re sure to love it.

A. B.

C. D.

B. HENLEY TEE
CD14-HT.......$44
We added a three-button placket to the front of 
your favorite Tee Shirt just to spruce it up a little...
and it worked.  Set in sleeves, shirt-tailed 
bottom, true to size.

C.  JACKET VEST
CD14-JV.......$48
This vest really works for me:  a shirt 
collar that can be worn ‘up”, two stylish welt 
pockets and just the right length if you like 
a longer vest!

D.  VOGUE ZIP
CD14-VZ.......$55
An unusual top for us, this Zip is more fitted, has 
an interesting neck line and a diagonal zipper...it all 
adds up to a really interesting, voguish jacket.  
(sets a new standard for CottonDown Tops!)

SWATCHES

Key LimeCherry DelphiniumBlack Merlot Squash SunsetBali 
Blue

Cobalt
 Blue

Purple
Frost

Cream Sea
Foam
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H. THE FOREVER PANT
CD14-FP.......$55
Arty-styled pant - slightly rounded 
leg shape with a with a soft waistband, 
slim fitting at the waist and high hip and 
fuller in the lower leg, slightly tapered 
at the ankle. 

F.E.

E. DOUBLE SLEEVED BLAZER
CD14-BL.......$64
Again...hitting a new standard for 
style!  This Blazer is long with two 
front patch pockets, a turn-up man’s 
collar and a snug double inner-sleeve 
to keep your hands warm.

F. THE SHIRT
CD14-TS.......$58
The Shirt sold so well last year that 
we “kept it on”.  High Collared, long, 
slightly a-lined, shirt-tailed hem line, 
roll up sleeves and two side pockets....
you don’t have to borrow anyone’s 
boyfriend shirt!  This one is perfect!

G.

G. THE ZIP IT
CD14-ZI.......$47*
Part of the “Old Favorites” collection 
this A-lined zippered top is stylish, fun 
and flattering.  Last year it seemed too 
big so we’ve sized it down a little...
*PLEASE LET YOUR CUSTOMERS 
KNOW THIS!!!

H.
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L. BOXY TURTLE 2” 
LONGER
CD14-BX2.......$39
Same as the regular Boxy 
Turtle but 2” longer.  (TWO 
SIZES ONLY: size one (s/m) 
and size two (m/l).

K. EASY RIDER
CD14-ER.......$39
1” elastic waist, trim and straight.  
This pant is the narrowest of the 
three in this line and the best seller.

J.

I.

K.

J. BOXY TURTLE
CD14-BX.......$38
Our favorite top of all time is 
a loose, boxy, loose coweled 
turtle neck.  
TWO SIZES ONLY: size one 
(s/m) and size two (m/l).

I.  FAT HAT
CD14-FH......$8
A loose, roll-up hat, shapeable, 
drapeable hat for WHATEVER 
shape your head’s in.

N.  ZIPPY JACKET
CD14-ZJ.......$46 
A regular in the Cotton Down 
line-up each year!  It fits just 
about everyone and looks 
good to boot!  Square cut, 
dropped shoulders and a front 
zip closure....
ONE SIZE ONLY!!!

M.  MAD HATTER
CD14-MH.......$16
Soft, floppy and a fun 
combination of Paddington 
Bear and the Cat in the Hat. 

M.

N.

O.

O.  BASIC PANT
CD14-BP.......$43
If you love pockets, need a 
wider hip and like a slightly 
tapered leg, then this is the 
pant for you.

L.

p.3
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We were looking for a soft, lightweight knit fabric that would be fun and whimsical.  We don’t 
use prints so when we found this Honeycomb fabric, knit in the USA, it fit the bill.  We’ve 
mixed the front fabric pattern with the back on some of the pieces just “for design of it.”  
Check it out!  90% rayon, 9% nylon and 1% spandex.  Machine wash gentle/cool, lay flat to 
dry.  Available in Charcoal, Denim, Basil and White. All of the pieces shown with white as an 
accent COME ONLY WITH THE WHITE ACCENT.  s, m, l, xl.  Available for delivery March through 
July.

A. PETTICOAT SHELL
HC-PS.......$42
I’m someone who NEVER wears 
a sleeveless top but for some 
reason both of the two sleeveless 
tops in this line look great on...
even on me!  Bra friendly, shapely 
but “easy” on the body... a little 
band of white trim hangs below 
the hem.

C. GEOMETRY IN MOTION
HC-GM.......$45
Sleeveless but with enormous 
personality, this top is flattering 
and eye catching.  (The left side 
will always be white)

A. C.

E.

B. THE OVERSHIRT
HC-OS.......$53
I’ve been wearing this sweat-
shirty top almost continuously 
since we made it.  It’s perfect 
with a pair of jeans on a cool 
and breezy evening.

D. SASSY SKIRT
HC-SS.......$41
A soft, wide waistband (no elastic) 
and a saucy flounce...how much 
more fun could it be? 22” long

G. GAUCHO PANT
HC-GP.......$ 54
34” long from the top of the soft, wide waistband, 
narrow in the hips, wider at the knee...a great 
looking gaucho pant.E. THE CARDY

HC-CA.......$54
An arty cardy makes a perfect 
summer sweater.  This one flows 
with the breeze, looks great open 
as a loose jacket or closed as a 
summer shirt. 

F. THE BUTTON TEE
HC-BT.......$45
If sleeveless JUST won’t work for you, try our 
Button Tee.  With three buttons on the shoulder 
for interest and a stylish and comfortable fit, this 
short-sleeved tee might just be the way to go.

B.

D.

F.

G.

Charcoal Denim Basil White

SWATCHES



We have no idea what we wore before TRAVELKNIT!  We love it!  Each year we add new styles 
and remove others depending on the season. This year we’ve decided to make two different 
collections so it’s less overwhelming.  BASICS is the collection with our “always available” 
travel pieces.  These mix and match with our Black & Forth Collection and with the Shades of 
Grey Travelknit.  BASICS are available in Black, Cream, Storm Heather and Brick Heather.  
Machine wash cool, lay flat to dry or dry in a cool gentle cycle.  Available in s,m,l,xl starting 
the end of March and throughout the year.

- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
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A.

A. LONGED SLEEVED TEE
TK14-LST.......$99
You can’t go wrong with this one...
it’s the favorite:  scooped neck, 
scooped up in the front, dipped 
down in the back and everyone 
looks wonderful in it.

C.

B. ONE POCKET VEST
TK14-OPV.......$42
Perfect layering piece OVER 
the Long Sleeved Tee...a-line 
and flirty.

B.

C. SPANTALOON
TK14-SP.......$51
An “all-in-one” piece that has gone 
viral. The skirt and leggings are 
attached at the waist, leggings can 
be scrunched up for warm weather 
wear, or worn full length.  None of 
us in the store would have anything 
to wear if it weren’t for these 
Spantaloons.

F.

F. THE SIMPLE 
DRESS
TK14-SD....$58
This soft styled, 
mid-calf length 
dress has a 
handkerchief 
hemline, three 
quarter length 
sleeves.  The 
dress falls slightly 
away from the 
body for comfort.

H.

H.  NOUVEAU PANT
TK14-NP.......$53
Nothing comfier anywhere 
around!  These are our new 
“go to” pant...2” soft fabric 
waistband, narrow high hip, 
slightly rounded pant leg and 
one left side pocket.

I.  SKINNY MINNY
TK14-SM.......$40
We’ve replaced the Pencil Pant with 
this slimmer version.  It has a wide 
waistband and a permanent crease 
sewn down the center of each pant 
leg. ...flattering for anyone looking 
for a comfortable slim pant.

I.



B.

The “other” Travelknit Collection:  new pieces, new stripes all in the same Travelknit fabric...
92% rayon 8% spandex, machine wash cool, hang to dry or dry on a cool gentle cycle.  
Available in Black, Cream, Brick Heather and Storm Heather...also available in Black/Cream 
stripe or Storm/Cream stripe as sampled.  Delivery starting the end of March and throughout 
the year.

- Made in the U.S.A...on purpose -  
2014 TRAVELKNIT SHADES OF GREY 

A. POCKET BATEAU
TKSG14-PB.......$47
Square cut body, set in sleeves and two 
well-placed pockets make this a shirt for 
all seasons.  The top comes in a WIDE STRIPE 
body with SKINNY STRIPE pockets or SOLID.

A.

C. D.

B. SASSY TEE
TKSG14-SS.......$45
A-line shaped tee shirt with a soft vee neck, set in 
sleeves, a center front seam separating WIDE STRIPES 
on one side from NARROW STRIPES on the other with 
a solid colored back or in any of the SOLIDS.  

C. SULTRY SWING
TKSG14-SU.......$58
If you’re looking to “dress-up” 
your casual wear, this top will 
do the trick:  bra friendly, peek-
a-boo-shoulders, square neck 
and a deliciously swingy body. 
SOLID ONLY

D. SWING’N SWAY
TKSG14-SW.......$48
Our short sleeved, long bodied, 
summer cardigan with shirttails and 
fun, contrasting buttons. (In Black 
Stripe combo the buttons are red, in 
Storm Stripe combo the buttons 
are black)  Also available in SOLIDS.

Black Cream Black & Cream stripe Storm & Cream
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Swatches:

E. THE SWEATSHIRT
TKS14-SH.......$50
This is definitely my kind of 
top: loose, slightly oversized 
and a little sexy...very cool!  
SOLID ONLY

E.

Brick
Heathers

Storm
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H.F.

F.  DRESSED-UP TEE
TKSG14-DU.......$49
We used an old sweatshirt pattern 
and redid it in a new, upbeat ¾ 
length sleeve style.  It’s looks 
casual, fun and perfect for any 
day or night.  Comes in SOLID or 
in SKINNY STRIPES on the top, 
WIDE STRIPES on the bottom and 
back.

H.  THE CARDY
TKSG14-TC.......$58
A swingy styled, long-
tailed cardy with one 
pocket on the left side.  
We love it!  SOLID ONLY.

I.  PEDAL PUSHER
TKSG14-PE.......$40
When shorts won’t do, leggings are too 
tight and long pants are just too long...
it’s time for Pedal Pushers. SOLID ONLY.

J.  ARTY CROP PANT
TKSG14-AP.......$50
A crop length pant made for fun and 
frolic...wide legs, narrower at the ankle 
and one big pocket for “whatever”.
SOLID ONLY.

I. J.

G. CAMI
TKSG14-CA......$33
I’m a “layerer” and this 
is my kind of look...a 
striped top with a solid 
cami peeking out from 
under...or the other way 
around: striped cami and 
a solid top...perfect!

G.
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